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US & UK Aircraft Bomb O"lJtski[ts of Baghda
New administration escalates assault against lraq
by jShankar Gopalakrishnan

j

ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, at
War.
about 7:30 p.m. Baghdad time,
The Pentagon sa id the
sixteen American fighter-bombers strikes outside the zone were
and eight British strike aircraft
due to lraq 's increased threat to
launched Iang-range weapons at
American jets, a statement
five lraqi "command-and-control
backed by the British governcenters" just outside Baghdad.
ment. The targeting of the five
The strike was the first outside
"command and control centers,"
the U.S. and UK-imposed " no-fly
considered central to lraq's new
zones" since the December
defenses, was thus a "routine
1998 Anglo-American bombing
operation " in kee·ping with the
campaign against lraq.
enforcement of the no-fly zones.
Though there was some iniPresident Bush concurred , stattial confusion, that evening an
ing that "Saddam Hussein has
lraqi Health Min istry spokespergot to understand tha t we expect
son stated that the strikes killed
him to conform to the agreement
one civilian and inju red eight,
that he signed," despite the fact
including three children. The figthat lra·q has never recognized
ures were later changed to two
the no-fly zones.
dead and twenty injured. Doctors
Thougl'i these were the first
from Yarmouk state hospital fn
strikes to occur outside the no-fly
southern Baghdad said that
zones since Operation Desert Fox
some of the injured were in criti(the December 1998 attacks),
cal condition; state TV foota ge
American and British jets have
incl uded pictures of several
been bombing inside the zones
patients with serious leg and
almost every other day since the
starnach wounds . The number of
1998 attacks. The strikes are
military casualties is unknown
stat~ d to be a response to targetand willlikely not be revealed for
ing by lraqi air defense rada rs,
security reasons.
though, according to Pe ntagon
The Pentagon and the
. policy, the targets of th e bom bing
British Min istry of Defense justineed not have any relation to the
fied the attacks on grounds of
defense radars. lraq claims that
"self-<lefense," claiming that lra qi
these bombings have killed 317
forces had th reatened ai rcraft
civilians and injured over a thoupatroll ing the " no-fly zones" that
sand, as weil as destroying severthe two countries have imposed
al sch ools, a train station, and
on southern and northern lraq.
other civili an buildings.
The two governments say that
the zones are in place to protect
International Response
Kurd ish and Shi'ite civilians from
lraqi government re pression. The
The new strikes attracted almost
no-fly zones are not authorized by immediate condemnation. A
the United N a ti a ~:s and were not
Russian Defense Ministry official
contained in th e UN resolutions
described the attack two hou rs
that authorized or ended the Gulf later as "an affront to international security and the world commu-

nity." Fra nce distanced itself from
the attack, with a spokesma n
add ing that France has often
expressed "i ncomp rehension and
disa ppointment" at the no-fly
zone attacks. Chinese Iea ders
condemned the bombing and
expressed "deep regrets to the
innocent civilians killed and
injured." Finally, the Prime
Minister of lndia called the
strikes " unacceptable" and
added, "such strikes cause
unnecessary and avoidable suffering."
Response in the region was
equa lly critical. Iran, one of lraq's
traditional enemies in the region,
declared that the attacks were
part of a "warmongering, crisismaking policy." Turkish Prime
Minister BUient Ecevit, normally a
staunch U.S. ally, regretted the
casualties and said Turkey
"would like such incidents not to
recur in the future. " The Arab
League said there was "no justification " for the strikes. Even
Kuwait, which had housed the
bombers, made an equivocal
stateme nt to the effect t hat "it
has never and wi ll never interfere
in lraq's internal or external
affai rs."
The on ly offici al interna tional su pport for th e recent stri kes
so far has come f rom the two
closest Ame rican all ies after
Britain: Israel and Ca nada . Both
countries stated that they
though t th e attacks were "a ppropriate;, and required enforcement
of the no-fly zones.
Mass protests have flared
across the Arab world , most
notabl y in the Occupied
Territories, Egypt, and Jordan.
With in the Un ited States, protests
were held in San Francisco and
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An American flghter plane patrols on e of t he lraql "no-fl y" zones

New York City, and statements of
condemnation were made by several organizations including the
American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee, the
International Action Center and
Voices in the Wilderness.
Amnesty International expressed
concern and called on the U.S.
and the UK to avoid harm ing civilian lives.
Possible Future Attacks
Pentagon spokes people indicated on Friday that there wou ld be
no further strikes for some time.
Despite this, British Prime
Minister Tony Blair later
announced that he will con tin ue
"to take the steps necessary to
protect our forces ," a Statement
whi ch the BBC interp reted as a
threat of more attacks. Foreign
policy ana lysts in the U.S. have
seen the strikes as an ind ication

asked if .he knew of the
number of lraqis who have
died because of the sanctions and continued bombings, Powell answered
" Frankly, that is not a figure that interests me very much." Paul
Wolfowitz, the new Deputy Defense
Secretary, the Pentagon's number two
position, has expressed similar sentiments. Du ring the Persian Gulf War,
Wolfewitz was Undersecretary of Defense
Policy under the then-Defense Secretary
Richard Cheney. ln a February 6th article,
Agence France Presse stated, "unlike
Cheney or Powell, Wolfewitz was one of
the few voices in the elder Bush administration opposed to ending the war aga inst
lraq with Saddam Hussein still in power. ln
the end, President George Bush listened
to [then-chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff] Powell's recommendations, deciding
to cut short the Gulf War which allowed
the bulk of lraq's Republican Guard units
to escape from Kuwait."
Mainstream media continue to act as
a tool of U.S. imperialism and propaganda, claiming that lraq is building new
bombs and missiles. Such clairns should
be seriously reassessed. Firstly, lraq has
been subject to the tightest trade embargo or sanctions in recent history. The
sanctions were to be in place, according
to the UN resolution, "until it was verified
that all of lraq's weapons of mass destruction were eliminated." lnspectlon teams
have received access to nearly every inch
of the country in search of nuclear, chemi-

Bush Administration lsolated by its Hard-Line
Policy of Aggression Against lraq
The contin uous flow of solidarity flights
cannot replace a national economy. The
into lraq ind icates the depth of the growgovernments of China and lndia have also
ing divide between the U.S. and the rest of come out in opposition of the sanctions
the world. While the United States continon lraq.
ues its policy of aggression and isolation
The U.S.-Ied sanctions have turned
in refusing to Iift UN sancti ons on lraq,
the UN into an instrument of economic
dozens of countries are publicly breaking
warfare aimed directly against civilians.
the sanctions and sending human itarian
Since the Persian Gulf War, the· U.S. has
missions to Baghdad. "
Violated international law by effectively
We are now witnessing a continuous
eliminating trade in all goods, thereby taropening towards lraq on the part of Arab
geting the civilian population. According to
and non-Ara b countries," says Moroccan
a UNICEF report released in April, two hunDeputy Prime Minister Taruq Aziz. Even
dred and fifty children under the age of 5
Ku wait, wh ose invasion by lraq Iead to a
die each day because of the sanctions.
hast of UN sancti ons on Baghdad, now
Scott Ritter, a former U.S. Marine
favors the easing of the embargo aga inst
employed by the UN as Chief Weapons
its neighbor. ln December, the Kuwaiti
lnspector, says lraq is effectively disarmed
information minister, Saad Bin Teflah AI· of chemical, biological and other weapon
. Ajmi, was quoted by the Kuwaiti news
capabilities and that the sanctions should
agency as sayi ng that Kuwait "would be of
be lifted. Ritter is highly critical of the U.S.
the first countri es to benefit from Iifting
claim that economic sanctions are a conthe UN-imposed embargo against lraq."
dition for eliminating lraq's weapons capaln the past few months, Jordan,
bilities. The notion that lraq is a threat to
Yemen, Morocco, Tunlsia, Egypt, Turkey,
the region is a fantasy created by the U.S.
Russia and France have all sent humanito justify its vast military presence in the
tarian f lights with food and medical supregion maintained to dominate oil
plies to show support to the lraqi struggle
resources.
for the Iifting of the embargo. These
Meanwhile, Colin Powell, President
flights are more a demonstration of soliGeorge W. Bush's new Secretary of State,
darity to the lraqi people than anything
shows no concern for the civilian populaeise, since small humanitarian shipments
tion and intends to " reinvigorate" the
are a mere drop in the bucket when comsanctions on lraq. According to former U.S.
pared to lraqi's needs. Humanitarian aid
Attorney General, Ramsey C.lark, when

.

of the new administration's more
aggressive policy towards lraq.
Tensions within the region,
already high due to the
Palestinian Situation, are therefore rising. Though there has as
yet been no official response
f rom the United Nations, the
world body is expected to be
increasingly forced to ch oose
between the hardening poticy of
the United S tates andmässive
world Sentiment aga inst oo"th the
bombing of lraq and the trade
sanctions on the country, wh ich
are widely believed.to be killing
thousands of lraqis every week.
New devel opments fro m the
Bush administration, the UN, and
other world powers are expecced
ln the next few weeks.

cal, or biological weapons programs.
Secondly, more than 9,000 inspections by
the UN inspectors (UNSCOM ) have taken
place. At each and every stage, in spite of
lraq i cooperation, the weapons inspectors
always insisted that they "weren't sure" if
they had uneavered all of lraq's weapons
capabilities. Thus, the weapons inspections have turned out to be an endless
pretext for the economic Strangulation of
the lraqi people. Thirdly, in December
1998, the UN and U.S. abruptly pulled the
inspection teams out of lraq after lraq was
accused of not "fully cooperating;" this
was despite the fact that other members
of the Commission, including its Firmish
Deputy Director, dism issed such claims.
lmmediately afterwards, the Pentagon
began operation Desert Fox, a four-<lay terror bombing campaign on lraq. More th en
1,000 bombs and missiles crashed into
the country. Hundreds of people were
killed.
lt was then that lraq announced that
it would not allow the UN weapons inspection to return. Since the end of operation
Desert Fox, American and British warplanes have regularly bombed lraq.
American and British warplanes have no
legal justification from the UN or other
authorities.
A genocide is being carried out by the
U.S. government in the name of its citizens. The lraqi people are not enemies,
yet the U.S. government continues to
demonize them to justify the embargo and
to dissipate worldwide presaure aga inst
the unctions.
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Tivoli Makes Room For New Eateries
Restaurant business explodes in the humble township
by IJacob Cottingham

I

TIVOLI IS A town that alliterative Mayor and Debbie Ma isel, are beh ind the
Marcus Molinaro says, "does a couple
new Paradox Cafe that will be openi ng
of things very weil, hanging out and
with in the week down the street from
partying." With three new restaurants
Josie's in the building forme rly occuopening with in weeks of each other,
pied by Magdalene's. With plans to be
the small Viilage seems to be increasopen from 7-5 every day, Paradox Cafe
ing the opportunity to do these th ings
will serve breakfast, lunch and baked
and get some good f ood at the same
goods, all made organically, and f resh
time.
f rom scratch.
Josie's opened February 9, the
Peter decided on the name
Paradox Cafe Iooks to open the week
because the cafe will be serving some
vegetarian dishes like those in Luna
of the 19th, and Milagros should open
its doors by the beginning of March.
as weil as some other items that use
Wh ile this increases the competit ion
meat and/ or eggs, hence the paradox.
between businesses in Tivoli, these
The menu will include omelet's, breakrestau rants are each trying to fill a
fast burritos, and egg sandwiches and
particular void their respective owners
can be made with either tofu or real
fee l currently exists in the village,
eggs, although only mock bacon will
be used. For lunch there will be 6-7
while affe ring a greater selection of
food . Like a couple of kids on their
different salads, including Caesar,
first date, the different owners are
Land & Sea, Greek, and a few items
excited - a bit nervaus but still confifrom Luna. Grilled veggie sandwiches,
dent in the eventual success of their
turkey clubs, grilled Portobello burgvaried ventures.
ers, several noodle dishes, and three
Josie's is located in the porch
daily specialswill also make up part of
area next to Pongo and is run by
the extensive menu.
Jamie Hurst and Ti m Voell. A breakPeter, whose favorite foods are
Asian dishes, will be sure to include
fasVlunchjcoffee shop, it is open
several of them in the new restaurant
Monday through Friday from 7am to 3
as he splits his time between Lu na
pm. Josie's will try and provide an
and the Paradox Cafe. Debbie will also
atmosphere that Hurst says will be
be splitting her time between the two,
conducive to the vibe in Ti vol i, somebringing her baked goods- including
where to relax, Iisten to good music
cookies, muffins, brownies and cakeand have a cup of coffee. The menu
to the new eatery. Trying to put their
sta ples include falafels, bagels, burripersonal tauch into the cafe, Peter
tos, and soups with breakfast served
said his third restaurantwill " have a
all day. The favorite dishes of Voell
little funk to it . . some high tech and
and Hurst's are the blueberry panindustrial funk."
cakes and burrito, respectively. ln
Downst airs seating will be in the
addition to coffee from a local roaster
form of two huge 15'x 4' communal
that Hurst says is "delicious, organic,
tables, and the upstalrs portlon
and kosher," the restau rant also sells
have a living room type atmosphere
newspapers and soon hopes to sell
with some couches and a few small
cigarettes as weil.
tables
where people can eat and
A somewhat cozy place, Josie's
spend their time. The Paradox Cafe
has several boot hs to sit in as weil as
hopes to be a place where kids can
some small tables, and offers chess,
get a hot chocolate and gri lled cheese
backgarnman and a collection of
or do some reading and relax as they
books to occupy the time with . Voell
sample the coffee and j uice bar or
says of the concept of Josie's, " if Bob
enjoy a wheat grass drink. in the
Bruno had sex with Kathy Magdalene,
future there is the possibility of the
this would be their baby." With this
upstairs serving as a performance
idea in mind , Tim got the ball rolli ng
place or as a venue for some alcoholfor the restaurant when Magdalene's
free night activit ies.
closed and there wasn 't a coffee shop
After nearly a year of renovati ons,
in Tivoli anymore. Pongo owns the
the old church in Tivoli- which once
porch area and its kitchen will service
the new cafe as weil. The restaurant is contained the shop market Bruno's
and a couple of apartments-will
the first that either Hurst or Voell has
open as a restaurant under the name
owned, and despite their fifteen years
Milagros. Spanish for miracles, the
in the restaurant business, it has
restaurantwill be complimented by a
been an ordea l that they hadn't
selection of convenience store items
expected.
and an open area upstai rs that can be
Starting with an eleven day renorented out for a variety of occasions.
vation, the owners have found themselves worki ng ten hour days with help Run by Pamela Marin, Milagros plans
to serve a variety of food ranging from
from the only other employee, a Bard
a burger and fries to Indian cuisine.
graduate identified only as Ch ristie D.
With most of the earnings going to pay The cooks will be Sybille Schubert,
from Magdalene's, and Tara Morrison ,
oft start up costs and operating
from Charleston, South Carolina .
expenses, Hu rst says that they feel
Milagros will be open seven days
regardless of their present financial
a week, initially from 7-7 with plans to
state, as do others judging from the
rema in open until nine during the
"good response and loyal following"
summer.
Plans for the ground floor
that has been exhibited by its patrons.
restaurant
include a cooler with proEventually, Josie's plans may include a
duce from the Hudson Va lley region , a
cappuccinof espresse machine and
coffeej wine/ dessert bar, an open
late night hours du rin g the weekend
kitchen, a new front door with glass
where people ca n stop in and get a
and old Mexican tables to eat on.
bite to eat.
Complimenting the preserved sta ined
The owne r's of Luna 61, Peter

wm

glass windows will be aseriesdifferent art
shows from local artists, the first of whom will
be Jean Campbell, with opportunities in the
future for anyone in the community to step torward .
Milagros will also be decorated with different pieces of Mexica n folk art as weil as
various religious tableaus and other churchappropriate art - Marin says they are trying to
"awaken the spirit within as weil. " The
upstairs portion of the church has also been
completely renovated and the chandeliers,
wood floors, and stained glass wmdows make
it an excellent hall to use for any number of
events, ranging from film screenings, weddings, art openings or banquets.
Milagros is Pamela Morin's f irst restaurant and she has a variety of potential proj-

ects fo r it in her goal of creating a space that
can fully serve the commun ity through food,
art, convenience and environment. Some of
these Ionger-term plans include having a
fa rmer's market in t he courtyard on th e weekends, building a scu lpture garden , and hold ing
some read ings and performances in the
restaurant.
Marcus Molinaro says tha( the town
seems happy with the new establishments
and he sees their establishment as "a sign of
life and vitality." ln the coming months Josie's,
the Paradox Cafe and Milagros hope to be
doing their part to keep Tivoli alive.

Bates Students Booted From Their Dorms
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS at Bates
College ordered the twelve male residents
of Chase Hause to relocate to other housing this Monday after vandalizing incidents took place over the weekend.
According to the clean of students, the
problem was largely due to the failure of
the Chase House residents to keep control in thei r residence. The darnage this
time was undeniably deliberate, though
residents deny that they are responsible.
A student from outside the house
punched through a glass window, requir-

denied it," sa id Trafton.
Dean Tannenbaum agreed with that
statement, explaining that it was more
than just the window that caused the
eviction. College policy is that students
should stop damage in their own res idences, or pay for it themselves if no outside party can be found to pay. "They
sent us a Ietter saying that we'd be evicted if we messed up," said Curtis, "from
my point of view I wouldn 't call that an
agreement."
The students from Chase House are
scattered around the campus, how-

from the window.

have one last link to the ir old home: a

large l>ill. "lt was one last party and as
probably could be predicted, it got out of
hand," said Curtls. "I fully expected someBrlan CUrtls, who liWd in Chase until
thing like that to happen if we were
Monday.
kicked out."
On Monday at noon, students in the
Monday's party amounted to a fullhause were told that they had to be out
scale
assault on the hause, with another
by Tuesday. Monday night, another party
window
broken, a microwave ripped out
in the house caused extensive property
of the wall in the kitchen, a full size refrigdamage. Chase Hause, which holds 19
erator flipped over, bathroom stall doors
students during regular semesters, has
kicked in, mirrors and medicine cabinets
been all male housing for several years.
brokeni hole$ bashed through walls, and
After this Y!Jar, in whlch it was widely
a large quantity of laundry detergent
regarded to be the worst residence on
spilled on the premises.
campus in terms of dorm damage, it is to
According to Trafton, the bill for all of
be remodeled and tumed into theme
this
will
somewhere araund $3,000 and it
housing, slated to hold the spirituality
will be divided among the 12 residents of
house next year.
the house, regardless of whether or not
At the start of Short Term, Chase
they were there. "lt's pretty evident that it
House President Ted Trafton and another
wasn't just these 12 people, although I
student went to the Oeans of Students
know that's the rules," complained
trying to get the house's blue slip priviTrafton.
" .. .1 did not break anything."
leges retumed to hold keg parties.
Damage
caused by residents of
The two students returned from the
Deans with a document stating the condi- other dorms has been a major issue in
Chase this year, particularly on Monday
tions under which blue slip privileges
night. in this case, according to Trafton,
would be returned.
came in f rom the senior class
students
ln exchange for being allowed to
party at Margaritas rest aura nt with 30have keg parties, "they would not have
packs of beer, which is when things got
any undue expectations placed upon
out of hand in Chase.
them that any other blue slip would not,
"There were RC's and JA's breaking
but if they had any undue attention (from
stuft
in our house," claimed Trafton.
Security or the police)," explalned
Although
Dean Tannenbaum
Assistant Dean of Student Keith
declined to discuss the cost of repairs to
Tannenbaum.
the house, he agreed that the damage
The incident with the window
was extensive, and stated that Student
occurred at 8:30 on the morning followConduct Committee action could be forthing the party, according to residents. The
coming.
student involved and others had been
drinklng alt nlght ·when we asked 11 that
was the one defining thing. the deans

" We're getting kicked out because someone else vandallzed the house," said

I
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Bard Recie ves Gran t to Imple ment
Col l abo rativ~. . Huma n Righ ts E~.Gh ange . Prog ram
~

byi Hasan Al Faruq
BARD COLLEGE RECEIVED a
three-year grant of $320,000
from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation to launch a new interdisciplinary program in human
rights. The program, known as the
International Human Rights
Exchange, is a collaboration
involving seven universities in
South Africa and Zimbabwe and
seven United States liberal arts
colleges, with Bard and the
University of Cape Town at the
forefront
As a result of this collaboration, selected undergraduate students from South Africa, the
United States, and Zimbabwe will
be able to participate in an intensive one-month course on human
rights in an international setting.
The aim of the exchange is to promote the study and understanding of human rights as part of a
broad intellectual and social
movement that extends beyond
law and legal discourse into fields
such as pol itics, economics, gender studies, environmental studies, and arts.
Susan H. Gillespie, director
of Bard 's Institute for

by ]Jacob Gordon

.

]
International Liberal Education
discussed various aspects of the
project with the Bard Observer.
On the issue of how the idea of
the collaborative project originated, she explained, "The idea
came up in conversation with a
visiting faculty member from
Zimbabwe who was here in connection with the PIE program.
Bard 's exchange relationships
with southern African universities
go back five years; after successfully exchanging students and faculty, we wanted to develop a more
substantive form of collaboration."
When asked why human
rights was chosen, she replied,
"We chose human rights as the
subject because it is a central
concern of people in all countries;
because it is broadly multidisciplinary and hence a good subject for
liberal arts program; because the
human rights movement itself has
entered a phase of critique and
broadening beyond the realm of
legal and civil rights to incorporate such concerns as gender, the
environment, economic justice,
etc.; and finally because of the

]

"lt is wrong to kill animals for
such a decadent use such as fur
coats."

.....

The demonstration was the next
step taken by activists after a
- representative of the Vassar animal rights community, a month
"I th ink the fur belongs on the
earlier, was threatened with
animals."
arrest after approaching the
store management to express
"Anima l rights means respect for
outrage concerning their fur
animals as we would respect our
items.
children, to treat them as others
Approximately 60 activists,
and not as our property."
bearing signs showing skinned
-Gail McGovern an activist from animals, animals caught in traps,
New Paltz and cute living animals, entered
and surrounded the entrance of
ON SATURDAY, February 10,
the store. Sales people were preAnimal rights activists from SUNY sented with an oversized valenNew Paltz, Vassar College, Ba rd.
tine that depicted skinned an iand local communities demonmal carcasses used for their fur.
strated at a Poughkeepsie mall,
The chant " Fifty dead animals,
demanding that the women 's
one fur coat" reverberated
apparel shop Up to Date drop it's
through the mall and attracted a
line of fur and fur lined coats.
crowd of Saturday morning shol)-

obvious links to practice(s) that
themselves dernand academic
reflection." ln addition, she said,
"Basically, we view this as an
experiment in turning undergraduate liberal education into a site
for the kinds of international comparative study and cooperation
that are needed in the context of
globalization."
Apart from Bard and the
University of Cape Town, the
rema ining participating instituti ons are: Bryn Mawr College;
Morehause College; Oberlin
College; Speiman College;
Swarthmore College; Trinity
College; the University of DurbanWestville; the University of Fort
Hare; the University of Natal,
Durban; the University of the
Western Cape; the University of
the Witwatersrand; and the
University of Zimbabwe.
This new interdisciplinary
coursewill begin this summer in
Cape Town, South Africa, with an
expected class size of seventy-five
students. Most of the students
and faculty members will be
drawn from the participating institutions, but ten positions have
been reserved for students for
non-participating institutions and

employees of nongovernmental
organizations who work in human
rights and related fields.
The program will be very
intensive- it will be the equivalent of a semester-long, four-credit
course. ln addition to including
regula r featu res such as classroom discussions and lectures by
professors who are virtually Ieaders in their respective fields , the
course will also include fieldwork
such as visits to non-governmental and media organiza~ i ons , political institutions, and courts.
Beyond the unique opportun ity
the exchange provides the students, the project also aims to
encourage more resource sharing
among the collaborating institutions and their faculty and to
strengthen American liberal arts
colleges' engagement with Africa .
The program is mainly intended
for second and third year college
students. Those who are interested in the program can download
the application from
http:j/www.ihre.org. Bard students can also obtain a hard copy
of the application from the
Institute for International Libera l
Education at the Blithewood
Gatehouse. Limited fi nancial aid

is available through the Andrew
W. Mellon grant for students who
qualify. The Institute for
International Liberal Education
also hopes to be able to get special low airfares.
For more information on the
program , students can either visit
International Human Rights
Exchange's website at
http:/jwww.ihre.org. They can
also contact Ba rd's Institute for
International liberal Education at
iile@bard.edu or 845.758.7080.
For further information, students
can also consult with the faculty
advisors of this program,
Professors Amy Anseil and
Thomas Keenan, or Laura
Greene.
Susan Gillespie thanked the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for
their contribution to the program .
The Foundation also supported
the planning phase of the project
with a grant in 1999. About future
plans with the program, she said,
"We have funding for three years.
There seem tobe many possibilities for future developments, offshoots, ongoing student projects,
etc."

pers. Onlooker responses were
mixed.
A sixth grade school teacher
from th'e Wappingers Falls district, her husbaod, and four year
old son (all vegans) expressed
support for the demonstration.
An elderly couple irritated by the
noisy crowd reportedly confided
in a demonstrator that, had they
guns, they would shoot her, and
suggested that saving children
would be a better investment of
time.
Six local police cars arrived
and demonstrators were escorted off the premises after less
than an hour, at which point
demonstrators lined Route 9 in
front of the mall. Groups involved
in the action intend to maintain
pressure on Up to Date in the
coming months, hoping that they
will agree to drop their fur line.

Charles Dlbe knows whats up: He and other activists gave
Poughkeepsie's Up to Date a Valentine that they really weren 't expecting.
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ns ide re d
Ro ck ef eil er Drug I aw s Re co
h legis latio n
Bard stud ents part icipa te in vigil for victi ms of hars

I

by!Max Kener and Yates McKee
ON JANUARY 3RD four Bard students
joined in a vigil for the tens of thousands
of New Yorkers who have disappeared
under the state's draconian Rockefeiler
Drug Laws. This legislation was formulated
by Governor Rockefeiler in 1973 as a component of his law-and-order campaign
rhetoric in his failed pursuit of the Wh ite
House (not coincidentally, this rhetoric
also legitimized the Governor's murderaus
Suppression of the Attica rebellion in
1971). These laws require mandatory minimum sentencing for drug sale and/or possession, eliminating judicial discretion
even for first-time nonviolent otfenders.
Thirty years since their implementation, it
is indisputa ble that these laws have disproportionately atfected the poor and people of color.
The occasion in Albany was the delivery by Governor Pataki of the annual
"state of the state" address . Th is ritual of
official self-presentation has conventionally rendered invisible the tens of thousan ds
of bodies fuelin g our state's burgeoning
prison industry. This year, however,
Pataki's public address would breach the
po~ibility of reforming the notorious legislatlon. The William Moses Kunstler Fund
for Racial Justice, an organization which
has been spearheading the campaign to
repeal the laws for over a decade, saw a
strategic opportunity to seize upon the
momentary coverage Pataki's
remarks might bring to this
longneglectedissue.

Iobby of the capitol was populated by
ghostly reminders that, to paraphrase
Hamlet, there is someth ing rotten in the
State of New York.
As the Governor delivered his speech,
the demonstrators prepared their counterotficial press conference in the undergrou nd halls beneath the capitol.
The press conference was opened
with remarks from various members of
progress ive civil society. Besides Grandpa
Al of Green Party fame, the group included
clergy mem bers, a dissident NYPD otficer,
Peter Greer the financier-cum-activist and
Bard student Michael Chameides. '
Chameides delivered a briet statement
. . . .
.
... .
,
..
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massive protest in Albany on May 8th to
As t~e governor's address concluded
Yet undoubtedly the most striking
radicalize Pataki's reform1st gesture, as
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as to rally support for a repeal proposweil
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the annual "Iobby day"
Also,
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Correctio
York's Rockefeiler Drug laws ... However
the laws, the testimonies conveyed a
in Albany this year will be swarmed by
drug law protesters. That day, March 27,
dubbed "Dropth eRock" day,wil lbethe
next round -followi ngJanu ary 3rd's
moral Interve ntion- in placing popular
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angutsh and pohtlcal frustratlon.
selves in the lobbyof the
capitol building. marking a
conspicuous presence as reporters, legislators, and lobbyists filed into the building
to cover Pataki's address . But it was not
only the demonstrators who greeted the
flood of mainstream media. A strange doubllng etfect was produced in the Iobby as
each demonstrator carried a placard featuring a photograph and legal profile of a
victim of the "Rock Laws." Drawing on a
strategy developed by the Mothers of the
Disappeared in Argentina, the Kunstler
Fund and the families of the incarcerated
with whom it works, hold similar vigils
every Friday afternoon at Rockefe iler
Plaza. Thus, the suffering on which the
success of this great public serva nt was
contingent regularly haunts Rockefeller's
monumental space. ln the same way, the

sense of intense psychic anguish and
political frustration, powerfully demonstrating the impossibility of reducing the
consequences of New York's drug policy to
a set of statistical abstractions. But these
voices did not merely "humanize" the victims, making them into objects of pity or
empathy. lnstead, they made an ethical
claim on their addressee, demanding that
he or she take responsibility for their implication in an unjust criminal justice system.
As one mother put it, "I teil everyone in
here you have tobe accountable for
what's taking place today . .. we're complacent and comfortable because
nobody' s saying nothin'! Our children have
been stolen from us! We need to say
enough is enough! We want our families

Trailers to Be Mov ed ... For Good?
THE CONTINUING SAGA of Bard's big construction makeover will have some direct
etfect on students now living in trailers
#8 and #4 when those trailers are
removed in order to build a paved road
behind the Campus Center and the New
Toasters. The new road will replace the
Dust Bowl - or Mud Pit, depending on
the weather - that exists currently.
The trailers are either in the way of
the proposed road or will be too close to
the equipment and digging necessary to
build. Fred Barnes, director of Residence
life, said that this project is still a ways in
the future and construction won't begin
"until the weather changes ," allowing the
proper conditions for the project.
Currently, he is working with those residing in the trailers trying to work out the
best possible options for their new
abodes. There are three people living in
each of the two fated trailers, and nothing definite has been set in regards to

the location of new rooms.
Barnes started discussing the future
move with the students in order to avoid
doing so at the last minute and to find an
agreement that suits both the students
and the logistics of Reslife. While Barnes
said that this exploring of options is working out fine at the moment, trailer #8 resident Angie Smith said that the move
"came as a complete surprise to us. lt
was never mentioned before break, and
it's hard because work is piling up and
we know we have to deal with this but we
don't know when."
All of the trailers will be removed by
August, supposedly never to return. As
trailers #8 and #4 Iead the charge out of
Bard, there is still no word on whether
the remainlng trailers will be renumbered
or simply adopt the names of high school
mascots.
- Jacob Cottlngham
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Bard news corre spon dent brave s a verita ble amus emen t park of prote sts
by(Matt Dineen

"WESHALL
OVER COME
AS KING GEORGE II was preparing march, while others wanted to go
BUSH " were
to be crowned upon the royal
printed on
to Dupont Circle fo r the "Voter
throne, I was stepping out of the
signs mass-proRally." After qu ite a few train
van in the Franconia-Springfield
duced by the
stops we decided on the Dupont
Metro parking garage. A jovial
Circle rally. Michael Moore, award- IAC for protestmiddle-age d woman greeted our
ers to hold.
winning filmmaker and activist,
activist group by raising the three
Another
and the electoral reformer Granny
middle fingers of her right hand in D were both scheduled to attend
popular sign
the air while hysterically shouting
contained an
the rally.
"Dubya!" This patriotic display
image of a
When we gotthere NOW
nicely set the tone for this year's
male pig's body
president Patricia Ireland was
Presidential Inauguration .
attached to the
speaking. There was some clever
That day, Saturday, January
head of archstreet theater and a Iot of signs
20th, Washington D.C. became
conservative
about the unfair nature of the
heavily congested with millions of
John Ashcroft,
election, but it was pretty low key.
people who quite literally repreBush's
The people at the Dupont Circle
sented every single "stripe" of the
appointee for
rally were primarily middle-class
political rainbow. Hard-line radiAttorney
liberals, many who may have
cals and hard-line conservatives
General. The
been there in celebration if it
alike, along with everyone in
unforgettable imagewas accomwere Gore's inauguration (as evibetween, descended upon our
panied by the phrase "ASHCROFT
dent by the abundance of "Gore
nation 's capitol all because of this 2000" signs). We supported most
ISA RACIST, SEXIST PIG." Other
man named " Dubya. "
issues that were covered included
of their causes, but after about
Despite the overwhelming
the abolition of the death penal15 minutes we decided that we
diversity of these millions of peoty,Mumia Abu Jamal's freedom,
needed something with more
ple, there was a clear division
the rights of Palestinians, an end
energy and radical spirit. "To
between two very distinct camps:
to the sanctions on lraq and
Freedom Plaza! "
those who were celebrating the
Cuba, the unification of Korea ,
Arriving at the demonstration
inaugurati on of the new presiand the rights of gay, lesbian and
organized by the IAC we immedident, and those who were distransgender people.
ately heard the drums pounding
senting against the ceremony. To
The street adjacent to
and the chant of "This is what
put it another way, there were
Freedom Plaza was filled with
democracy Iooks like! " We feit at
folks who came for the parade
people. ln order for the activists
home.
and inaugural balls and folks who
to enter the Plaza, which was
One key distinction between
came for the myriad of protests
directly along the parade route,
this protest
and counter-inaugural balls. While and the
the mainstream media heavily
covered Bush 's speech, the
parade and various celebratory events, the
protests that took over
the city were generally
downplayed.
The two main organizers for the Inauguration
Day demonstrations, also
known as J20, were the NYCbased International Action
Center (IAC), which focused on the
death penalty and the "i njustice"
one sponsystem, and the Justice Action
sored by
Movement (JAM), which emphaJAM was
sized electoral reform. The numer- that the
ous protests that occurred were
we had to go through a "checkorganizing of the event began
offered by a broad coalition of
point." Here, authority figures
even before the election results
activist groups all representing
examined the width of protest
were determ ined. As IAC co-direcseveral different issues. The
signs and the insides of backtor Brian Becker put it, "We would
National Organization for Women
packs and purses. While waiting
have been here if Bush or Gore
(NOW) rallied for women 's rights,
in line for the checkpoint we saw
won. We are protesting this overRev. Al Sharpton held a "Shadow
a group of the New Black
all system of injustice." The mesInauguration " focusing on voter
Panthers storm past the security
sages conveyed, however, did
disenfranchisement and racial
guards with their black clothing
focus on Bush's right-wing ideoloprofiling, and the Black Panthers
and berets _ a very im pressive
gy and cabinet appointments. The
and American Indian Movement
display.
slogans " BUSH=RACISM" and
un ited against racism and the
Although this area was overdrug war.
flowing with demonstrators, as it
There were also numerous
was the location of the main
communis t and socialist organizaprotest of Bush 's inauguration
tions distributing their Iiterature
there were several Republican
throughout the city, and many
events occurring in office buildanarchists, namely the Black
ings and restaurants in the viciniBloc, who held their own march.
ty. This produced many priceless
ln the evening there were many
interactions between the militant
activist-related parties or "countactivists and the conservative
er-inaugu ral balls" including a
Bush enthusiasts. One small
benefit for the Justice Action
group of Republicans, all sporting
Movement, a " People's Dance
either pricey business suits or fur
Party," a live reggae concert at
coats, bravely trekked through the
the Kafka House convergence
swarm of radicals that had taken
center, and a live rock concert.
over 14th St. " Look around, you
After purchasing the special
do not belong here! " screamed an
anarch ist youth at the cluster of
"Ina uguration Day" Metro passes,
bourgeoisie. "These are our
our group had to decide which
streets you rich motherfuckers! "
demonstration we were going to
They continued briskly walking
participate in. The militant IAC
through the crowd with their
protest at Freedom Plaza was
heads down.
appealing to some of us. A few
Another outspoken activist,
were interested in the Black Bloc

I

while waiting in line for the
portable toilets that were provided, playfully heckled fur wearers
that passed by. While still in line,
a glazed-eyed man carrying a sign
that read something along the
lines of "Jesus likes Bush, so I do
too" walked past her. She commented to him, "Weil I guess
Jesus is a racist then," referring to
Bush's racist policies in Texas.
The man turned back around and
replied to her, "What a hateful
thing to say." He paused as he
stared her down, eventually snapping back, "Now I see why people
don't

After purchasing the special
"Inauguration Day" Metro passes,
our group had to decide which
demonstration we were going to
participate in. The milita nt IAC
protest at Freedom Plaza was
appealing to some of us. A few were
interested in the Black Bloc march,
while others wanted to go to Dupont
Circle for the "Voter Rally."
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want
women to
speakin
church!" She articulately pointed
out how sexist that remark was as
he walked away. There were
countless interactions that were
similar to these.
Along Pennsylvania Avenue
there were two sets of bleachers
to provide an adequate view of
the inaugural parade. Many of the
protesters that inhabited Freedom
Plaza climbed the bleachers with
our signs. Representatives from
the IAC set up their sound equipment at the base of the bleachers
and spoke to the crowd for a few
hours until th e parade concluded.
Larry Holmes, co-director of the
IAC, later informed the crowd that
the bleachers had actually been
reserved for Republican elites.
The Washington Post, which
had decent coverage of the
protests with two fairly balanced
articles the following day, took
special note of this action: " . ..
thousands more [protesters]
filled Freedom Plaza, brushing
past a line of Girl Scouts in yellow slickers to seize bleacher
seats that had been reserved
for Republican loyalists. From
these $50 perches, as shocked
members of the Presidential
lnaugural Committee looked on,
the protesters chanted: "George

Bush, racist, murderer. " Holmes
referred to this as a " revolutionary
moment."
After a two-hour delay the
parade began . The Marines and
other armed officials marched
down the street only to be ferociously booed by the thousands of
demonstrators that awa ited them.
Eventually a number of sh iny
black limousines , one supplying
the body of the new president,
whizzed by us and received an
even more defiant "welcome. "
Bush, following a national tradition, eventually stepped out of the
Iimo and walked with his wife

Laura for the last mile. This provided a perfect photo opportu nity,
despite the appropriately gloomy
weather conditions.
The inaugural protestwa s a
success in many ways. First of all,
it had the largest turnout since
the protest of Richard Nixon's second inauguration, which was at
the height of the anti-Vietnam
War movement. Also, as Brian
Becker pointed out, "This is precisely the scene that the Bush
administration did everything to
prevent .. . They didn't want to
see thousands of placard-waving
protestors opposed to his conservative policies, and we've done
it." lt brought a broad coalition of
people together against a common enemy in Dubya, sending a
message that the people will not
remain compliant for four years.
"We shall overcome Bush! "
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Bard's very own cultural critic has a go
at Said's unsayable sayings
by iWalter Johnston

I

LAST WEDNESDAY, Edward Said ,
University Professor of English and
Comparative Literature at Columbia
University, accepted the Charles Fl int
Kellogg Award in Artsand letters du ring an
event held in the Bertelsmann Campus
Center. Priortothis event, Said also took
part in a small seminar including approximately fifteen bard students, facilitated by
Professors Fred Grab and John Brockrop,
where he answered questions with topics
ranging from the notion of transnational
citizenship to the role of the art critic.
Du ring the seminar, Said, whose work as
an intellectual has often included incisive
political commentary, stressed the virtues
of commitment while at the same time
affirming the necessity of an outsider role
for intellectuals whose main function in
society, he said, is the elucidation of
options.
The public lecture, entitled The
Relevance of Humanism, was by all
accounts a great dealless difficult than
his lastat Bard . Said spoke strongly and
clearly against the ne<H:onservative movement to return to the old
canonical elitism in Iiterature and philosophy, as
exemplified in the recent
work of Alan and Harold
Bloom. Said cited a
provocative phrase by
author Saul Bellow, who
said, "show me the Zulu
Proust." The implications of
this phrase fairly weil characterize the main thrust of
Said's critique of new
humanism. The phrase's
blatant exclusionism marks
an extreme of what Said
characterizes as an "antimodern pursing of lips"
that tries to mask
America's immigrant constitution and essentially
republican elite, seeking
always, by virtue of a kind of "special
attention" and asceticism, a return to
some "sacrosanct pastoral past" in which
everything and everyone would ostensibly
be set in their proper places.
But for this attack Said chose not to
invoke the kind of insurgent anti-humanism that characterizes much of his own
work and that of authors to whom he is
indebted, such as Michel Foucault and
Noam Chomsky. Rather, Said 's notion of
what humanism can and should be has to
do with a cosmopolitan openness that
promises to breakdown the positivist constructions of the national identity and of
the nation-state and usher in a new awareness of global interde pendence and transnational citizenship. Recognizing that people want to feel a sense of identification,
Said moves to construct a progressive
model of identity that does not regress to
the self-assertiveness of national identity
but remains open to it's implications within a range of global problems, as weil as with the various movements that.seek to
respond to those problems.
A belief in the construction of a strong
yet open identity is tantamount to the
move to position the tools and habits of
mind by which the abuses of humanism
may be exposed and openly discussed
within the auspices of humanism itselfthat is, within a humanist notion of identity. Thus, Sa id closed with a strategic affirmation that since "language is where we
start from as humanists," in the interest of
lucidity we must use " language to get
araund language ... humanism to get

araund the obstructions of human ism."
But the body of Said 's lecture did not
so vigorously exercise this same mode of
self-criticality that the final phrases of his
speech roundly pronounced . Perhaps in
the interest of making a strong public
statement in the face of a burgeoning neoconservatism, Said avoided examining
some central questions raised by his
notion of humanism. Just as the important
tension between commitment and criticality was raised but not fully examined in the
seminar, a structural ambivalence prevailed throughout the public lecture.
ln order to understand Said 's move
on humanism, it is important to reflect on
hisdual role as scholar and activist. There
is the idea that, to a certain extent,. antihumanist postures that would problematize an individual's ability to assert hirnself
and his own identity (however inclusive
that identity may be) must ultimately be
set aside when there is a need for action.
ln the seminar, Said suggested that such
notions as the Barthesian 'death of the
author' can act to debilitate those who
learn it too dogmatically.
Many attribute a waning interest in

s·

Grab Said, "Botstein!" These men of letters exchanged medals and remarks on this most auspicious
of occasions.

mopolitan" to describe his notion of a
humanism that remains open to the new
and to renewed perspectives and acts of
reading, asserting that we should never
stop reading, never settle upon some reified notion of history or reading of a text
that propounds to be the final, correct one.
Said's notion of what is cosmopolitan and
indeed of what should structure the
humanities in general is therefore a habit
of constant self-questioning. His robust
humanism gains it's strength by including
others in a real way- not simply other
texts but other perspectives and ways of
reading. But there seem to be yet unexamined Iimits to this openness.
Said locates an antithesis of his cosmopolitanism in the critical writings ofT. S.
Eliot among others, where anything really
other is "waste and anarchy." lnterestingly,
in his essay The Resistance to Theory, onetime New Critic turned deconstructive Paul
de Man also uses
the word 'cosmo:!! pol itan,' this time
~
.
to descnbe the var!b ious layers of T. S.
s·
Eliot's creative and
critical writings,
implying. that what
appears in Eliot as
a certain cosmopolitanism actually affects this
openness or easing
of repression only
vlrtue o
notion of a coherent and integral
self that can safely
delve into somewhat murky psychological and
political depths
critical theory as a reaction against what is without ultimately calling into question the
perceived as a potential paralysis, or of
constitutional integrity of an authorial "1."
the subject's ultimate inability to know the
Thus, ultimately the modern subject-object
full implications or effects of its actions in
dichotomy appears as a defensive posture
the outside world . Along with this resistaimed at consigning the Other to a secance comes an aversion to literary jargon,
ondary status so that it may be safely
or to the use of language about language
observed from a distance. I don't mean to
that, by objectifying that which constitutes
suggest that this is what Said did in his
the subject and the subject's efforts to
talk on the relevance of humanism, only
understand itself, often excludes, moves
that this is a prob lern that was perhaps
beyond or outside of real-life discussions
avoided in favor of the robustness of what
that need to presume the existence of
he proposed.
intentional subjects and determinable relaSimilarly, in an interview with Kerry
tionships of cause and effect in order to
Chance of the Free Press, Said critiqued
construct such necessary luxuries as
the kind of nationalist rhetoric that preaccountability or even the perception of
vails in so much contemporary politics,
coherent sides in a disagreement or disoften appearing as a "very dangerous,
pule.
binary polarism of us versus them ," citing
Said commiserated with those who
"the kind of damage it does to the cÖmlament contemporary critical theory's
plexity of human experience."
excessive use of jargon, noting that many
Yet certainly it is safe to say that there
academic discourses in the humanities
was a significant amount of 'us-vs-themtake place in a language that most people
ing' that took place du ring the talk on
cannot understand. At the same time, he
Wednesday. Once again, this is not to criticautioned against a closed-mindedness
cize the validity of Sa id's move nor the
toward the new, saying "Yes, defend lanadmirability of his motivations, but to try to
guage against jargon and unintelligibility ..
think the tensions inherent in the con. but not so as to disregard the new." This
struction of a truly inclusive humanism,
mixture of defense and open-mindedness
and to ask if there are not Iimits to such a
characterizes the difficulty of Said's move.
humanism's potential not to exclude cerThere is a dual motion that results from a
tain others.
humanism that wants to be inclusive of
Said cautions against a " misleading
others while notendangering it's own abili- immediacy" inherent in a humanities eduty to act and make coherent statements.
cation in which, for the most part, widely
Of course for most this is an altogether
divergent cultural texts are all read in the
admirable enterprise, but there are quessame language (in th is case, in English),
tions that were not dealt with in Said's
the implication being that there is a dantalk.
ger of reducing the multiplicity of a canon
For example, Said used the ward "cos- gathered under the heading 'human ities'
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to a more or less univocal expression of
one culture's integral social and historical
self. Obviously the 'them' of Sa id's constructed polemic are those that he
believes to be overly exclusive, but it is
worth asking if the habit of responding to
the need to assert the strength of the one
against the other does not point to the
possible exclusion of yet other, less visible
constituents.
"The complexity of human experience" would definitionally include the ineffable, the silent. Traditionally, it has been
the role of art to get at 'that which cannot
be said ' within rationalist discourses. Said
certainly supports and is interested in this
idea. But is not a large portion of the
unsayable such precisely because it does
not allow one to deny one's own implication on all sides of an event? Has not th e
unsayable always implied the inability to
construct a positive identity, precisely
because the notion of identity is based on
the imposition of oppositions and Iimits
rather than the realization of the ultimate ·
porosity of the self? These questions get
into traditionally anti-humanist areas of
discourse that, in my opinion, were not sufficiently dealt with in The Relevance of
Humanism. They point to the extreme Iimits of the implications of radi cal openness.
ln his talk entitled Experience in the PostSubjective Age, Martin Jay highlighted the
"corrective" force of such Iimit thinking to
avoid the hubris or excessive self~ea1ive_~~ of ideolog,y, rather than it's
abmtYfo aeb11lfcite o"rtmmomllLe.
Said opened his talk with the somewhat tongue-in-cheek observation that
people "seem to like" humanism and also
made the statement that humanism can
be conceived as a " useful practice for
those who want to know what they are
doing." Certainly Said is aware of the questions and problems that were raised in this
article. To explain their absence in his talk,
we must Iook elsewhere. Perhaps it has to
do with this reality that people want to
know what they are doing before they can
really take seriously any concerns about
how they are doing it. Perhaps Said 's crisis
in Iiterature has exposed this need as temporarily ineradicable. ln this light we can
view Said 's humanism more as an openness to and an acknowledgment of this
need, rather than a proposition of a new
favored course of action, or a statement of
what is ideal. lndeed, in its avoidance of
such ideality perhaps Said 's strategic
move did in practice what it did not say
out loud. That is, it did all it could . Said 's
humanism might be read as an effort, in
the face of growing uncertainties about
the ability to sustain an anti-humanist zeal
with in the academy, to rescue some of
what has been gained largely through antihuman ist discourses , namely, an
increased openness to various others.
Nevertheless, all speculations aside,
on the Ievei of what was said , a language
that is defended against unintelligibility is
a language that runs the risk of violently
excluding the unsayable from the possibility of coming into consciousness at all. One
must ask whether a truly cosmopolitan
humanism could be so robust as to
include the implications of the anti-humanism that it excludes by its very name.
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First- Year Cura toria l stude nts take an the CCS 's colle ction and enga
ge the comm unity

Curating contemp orary art is about staging e/aborate answers to the
questions that
are raised by our culture, wherein the process of the categorica/ se/ection
and disp/ay of
art helps to revea/, de/ineate and crea te the ways in wh ich these works
function. Or at
least that's the rosy picture of curating that one would have after taking
a spin araund
the recent exhibition by first-year graduate students at the Center for
Curatorial Studies.
The show contains works se/ected from the schoo/'s col/ection and presente
d at the CCS
museum, Bard's own Chelsea-on-Hudson .
This process has proven high/y prob/ematic, but it
seems that instead of becomin g consumed by the politics
of curating from the limited col/ection of one wealthy sponsor, it seems that the 13 students pfundered the educational resource of 2000+ works with the goal of making the
art primary. lt is c/ear that the group worked hard at creating a cohesive presenta tion where the work il/ustrates severa/ theoretica/ themes. But a quick Iook at the exhibition
archive shows that many of the works have been shown in

by jJack- i..ewis
NOW AT THE CENTER for Curatorial
Studies (CCS) and conti nu ing at Bard's
UBS art center is a show curated by the
first-year graduate students from CCS. lf
you've never been to either of these amazing art spaces this is a perfect chance to
see two weil thought out and executed
shows of work by both professional, worldrenowned artists and kids you see everyday (i ncluding Bard undergrad and MFA
students and work from Red Hook High
Schoolers).
The first ye ar students at CCS curate
the show from their permanent collection
and this year they've chosen to divide the
show into three sections, each with its ·own
theme. Ang/es of /ncidence concerns itself
with autobiography and how an artist uses
alternative media and objects to repres_ent
themselves in thei r work. A highlight of this
section is a section of Soph ie Ca lle's autobiographical series entitled
Autobiographica/ Stories (1988), in which
she combines a framed !arge format photograph that has a certain personal significance to her and a section of text that
relates in some way to the image, also
framed as weil. I know it's a difficult thing
to combin e words and images in an interesting and engaging manner so I appreciate when it's done weil. The story and
imagefit in a way that's unassum ing and
doesn't preten d to be more than what it is.
The second theme is The Vo/ati/e
Real, which may be the weakest of the
three sections. lt deals with how an artist
creates his/ her own reality through the
use of alternative media. The idea is a bit
broad, but I also understand that the students only have a limited amount of art
work to create the show with, so it's understa ndable that a few pieces may or may
not fit, or be take out of context.
Soflletimes that is t he role of a curator to

take a piece of artwerk and put it in a different context then it was created. lt's
something curators have been doing for
the past hundred years or so, and when it
is effective the new placement of the work
opens up a whole original take on the
meaning of the piece.
The most successful of the three

past first-year shows, so it becomes the same greatest hits of the CCS
with different Iiner
notes.
This is not to say that the show isn't fu/1 of very good work with interestin
g connections. There are some very powertut work$ by Vito Acconci, Pa tty Chang,
Peter Campus,
and Nikki Lee to name a few, but the real excitement comes from the
satel/ite exhibition
that the first-years have worked non-stop to assemb/e . This show, at Bard's
UBS exhibition space, is the resu/t of scouring the Bard art scene for
work from MFA and undergrads as we/1 as work from Red
Hook High Schoo/ students. Variety reins and the connections flow at the show. By casting their curatoria l eye onto
as much of what is in front of them as possible (as
opposed to limiting themse/ves to their own institution), the
curators have addresse d the issues of a prob/ema tic and
insular practice. Jack Lewis was there with pencil in hand
(as usua/) to document.

I

Three works: Robert Longo's looming Bodyham mer: Star S.A. (above}.
Patty Chang Founta in,
1999 (below left}. The artist engages in a powerfully tense and almest
painful performace as she
sucks a pool of water oft of a mirror that reflects her own image. Vito Acconci
Undertine, 1974
(b.e low right}. Acconci sits at a table and speaks, alternating between talking
directly to the viewer
or to himself. With hands folded on the table he confesses "I need you
to be there. I need you to
filterout the lies." and then he pulls his hands under the table and graphically
describes his own
desires and delivers the autoerotic play-by-play.

themes is I Need You to Be There , a secRobert Mapplethorpe and Andres Serrano.
tion that deals with how the artist engages
(For more on Longo read a review of his NY
the viewer. I was personally attracted to
show in the Free Press by Huffa Frobesthis section as an artist because I try to
Cross.)
engage the viewer to participate or at least
Another piece in this section is Vito
feel like a participant in much of my own
Acconci 's Undertone, a video piece from
work. The section included a Robert Longo
1972. in it the artist sits at a table and
charcoal drawing in his usual phota-realist
mutters to himself. Personally I had a very
style. His piece entitled
difficult time hearing anything, but after
Bodyhammer: Star S.A.
reading a description for the piece I real·
(1993) is an image of a
ized the reason why Acconi is famous in
gu n from the front. So
the art world but not widely known by regufrontal is the image that it
lar art folk. Just recently have I begun to
completely flattens out see his name pop up in many a varied
with Longo's proper use of
publication . Like Alan Kapraw, Acconci 's a
perspective so that when I performance artist whose work is hard to
first saw it I didn't know it
pin down. lt's harder still when the work
was a gun. The drawing is · that is documented is in such poor condi!arge and looms over you ,
tion and the point of a piecesuc h as
and what's successf ul
Undertone is lost due to bad sound qualiabout it isthat in the back
ty. l'm sure, however, that Acconci would
of your mind, you kind of
have no problern with the viewer pressing
know it's a gun. You see it
th eir ear close up against the speaker
and think that kind of
of the TV (as I did) and trying as hard
Iooks like a gun, but so
as they can to Iisten to what he's mutidealized and abstracted
tering about. (Neverthe less, I fai led to
that you question your first reaction and
hear a word he said and had to read
take a Iook at the title. The title only hints
the little catalogue to see what he was
at the fact that it is a gun, but combined
muttering about).
with the image the viewer should by now
Another engaging work (some
realize that it is a weapon of destruction.
intended ) is Paul McCarthy 's Pinocchio
By using the gun image Longo has immedi- Pipenase Hauseholddilemma from
ately stepped into fertile art historical sub1994. The piece involves a video of a
ject, taken up by the likes of Andy Warhol,
performance by the artist known for
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-Brian Ackley
his intentionally shocking work in which he
sometimes produces obscene specia l
effects with minimal trickery (many times
through the use of everyday condiments).
The video cannot be watched unless the
viewer is in a Pinocchio suit of his/ her
own , however. Now don't worry, you don 't
have to go out and buy a Pinocchio suit at
the costume store, the piece comes with
qu ite a few in different si zes. The suit
includes a mask (a special Pinocchio mask
with a pipe for a nose), a suit with -a bow
tie, white socks, white gloves and big red
shoes. So come on over and try it on. One
of the most successful works in this section is Peter Ca mpus' Shadow Projectio n
from 1974. A spectacular simple work, it is
one that really does need you to be there
to make it work. 1'11 just say in briefthat it
involves a screen, a spotlight, a security
camera and your shadow.
At UBS is a show that the students
from CCS put tagether that involved work
that spoke to one of the categories or
themes from CCS. The show Iooks pretty
amazing, though again the work is
stretched a bit too far out of contex.t. A.
highlight from the show is the ever amusing and remarkable flying documents of
Dan iel Gorda n. One interactive piece that
was activated by two of the curators and
two country boyswas Helki Frantzen 's
Business Suit Connection , another one of
those beautifully simple pieces that works
just by the raw creativity that om its out
form it. The piece is simply four business
suits sewn together, which can only be
moved when all four suits are filled with
people. I kind of like th inking of it as a
social ist gesture, in which a businessperson must learn to cooperate with the three
other business- people. They must mend
their capitalistic-pig ways in order to move
anywhere (a little like that Steve Martin
movie All of Me).
I Need You to Be There, Ang/es on lncidence,
and The Volatile Real on view through February
25"' at the CCS Wednesda y · Sunday 1-5pm.
With an exhibition tour Thursday 22, 1·2pm

The show at UBS in Red Hock is on view
through March 2"" open Wednesday · Sunday 15pm.
Selections from the video Peggy and Fred on
Televis ion by Leslie Thorton will be screenec:tat
the Campus Center Theater on February 23 and
25 at 7pm.
Visit the Info Lounge at the CCS where a collection of texts, videos and websites are available
for further study

arts/E'ntE'rtainmE'nt
by lscott staton

I

SHOULD I GIVE a shit?
I mean, would Malkmus really care if
I panned his debut solo album for the
engorged, self-satisfied artifact that it is?
Judging from the esteem he commands
and his smug visage on the cover, I would
think not. But the cover's ironic, right? I
mean, RIGHT?? Sure, yes and no, and
much of the ironic detachment of Stephen
Malkmus follows §iuit. Thing is, while it
can't be said that it will ever die, seitreflexive irony was sooo 90s - and from
the Iooks of it, so was the brilliance that
briefly fueled Pavement's career.
Put simply, there's none of the
hungerthat drove Pavement full tilt into
the pejorative pantheon of INDIE ROCK.
We have them to thank for much of the
faceless rock 'n' roll posturing of the
'underground' in the past decade, but we
loved them for it. Even when the dynamo
of their muse forwent unhinged Faii/Swell
Maps- inspired noise-pop singalongs and
lapsed into pleasant middle--aged wordplay on Brighten the Corners, hell, their
fans loved them all the more for it, never
mind that they were losing the spirit.
Pavement was all grown up, and even 1'11
admit that Terror Twi/ight didn 't suck, it
was atasteful and no less necessary way
to bow out. They had, after all, given up
the proverbial ghost.
Cue eponymous solo album by group
visionary. Malkmus has squandered, for

by jNicholas Krapels

I

THOSE NOT AWARE of Keith Rowe should
be. His recent release entitled Harsh,
Guitar Solo on the German Iabei, Grob,
merely confirms this.
Since the early 1960s,
Rowe has deftly straddled the musical genres
of experimental , classical, rock, psychedelia,
and, more recently,
today's Iaptop electronica crowd. He counts as
admirers every one from
Jimi Hendrix to Thurston
Moore to Frederic
Rzewski.
This, his second widely available solo
release, is a well-deserved and muchneeded documentation of the most recent
styles employed by the world's most distinct guitar virtuoses. But Steve Vai or
Yngwie Malmsteen he is not. As a founding member of the pioneering English
electroacoustic improvisation trio AMM
and as the Ieader of the large electronics
ensemble M.I.M .E.O. (Music in Movement
Electronic Orchestra), Keith is used to providing able commentary and support to a
bevy of able-handed bandmates.
But on this release Rowe takes center stage, taking histime to explore a wide
range of sonic textures not usually associated with the guitar. Rather than attempt

better and worse, whatever
opportunity he had to really
cut a striking ind ividualist
figure , to play up the Lau
Reed/ Velvet Underground
corollary that critics kept
trying to slap on Pavement
in deft backhanded praise
and acknowledgement of
their stature and presumably obscure mystique. His
publ ic is all ears but, alas,
he's got nothing to really
say, preferring instead to
hide behind the dexterous
witticisms that have always
peppered his lyrical
approach. This album ,
much like Pavement's last
two, play up practice in
substance's stead; it would
seem that Malkmus doesn 't believe he
has to really mean it anymore. As far as
the music goes, there 's nothing shocking
about the fact that it sounds so painfully
like late--era Pavement without the character that he may as weil not have bothered
breaking up the band.
But hold on, have a couple of drinks
and put it on the ol' hi-fi and this album
doesn 't soundso bad - after the trite
shrug-rock of " Biack Book" it might be
said that his mullet flows freely, so to
speak. And he does sound like he's having f un, singing about a child hood abduction by pirates on "The Hook" and then
about a girl who goes out with some lame

dudp on "Jennifer and the Ess-Dog". I bet
he had a great fucking time making this
album. No doubt that as we grow older,
more complacent and tasteless, we' ll find
a Iot of comfort in this album 's detached
and somewhat tenuous revelry, as convincingly unapologetic as it attempts to
be. Maybe if you ' re in your thirties, this is
the sound of life going grand. Stephen
Malkmus - still crazy after all these
years!
Whatever. Sad and unjust as it is,
there was a time when Pavement was
really good- nay, classic- and next .to
Slanted & Enchanted, Watery Domestic,
Wowee Zowee and all that other stuff, this

to describe the techniques employed to
create his music, I will use Rowe 's own
words cited in the Iiner notes to his CD:
" For me explanations of the guitar prepa-

denial of normative expectations associated with the guitar, or put another way, the
'global popularity' of cartoons set against the 'resist-

rations are too complex, l've used radios,

ance of being sold' nature of

found objects, preparations, fans, electric motors,
etc. on and araund the guitar for more than 35 years.
The idea of writing about
them seemed a little contradictory, but also l'm sure
it would result in an unintelligible text."
As a result, the three
tracks included on this CD,
titled "Quite," "Very," and
"Extremely," are all based
on paintings by Rowe himself, which are
included in the CD booklet. They are pop
art influenced cartoon representations of
his unique preparations, close-o ps of the
guitar's strings in midmanipu lation (see inset). in
describing his use of the
cartoons, Rowe theoretizes
their appropriateness. He
talks a Iot about "describing
complex processes with low
art cartooning" and "the
simplifying of reality. " He is
a self-described explorer of
the "acceptancej denial
continuum " dealing with
"the acceptance of cartoons, and the

the music." To put it myse.lf,
l'd say that he's not afraid of
failing, not embarrassed to
put forth music into the
sonic realm he hasn't deeply
consi dered. He accepts the
sounds that naturally arise
from the Situations that he
plays in , and as a result
some of the sounds he creates approach
a perfection not otherwise attainable by
traditional musicians well-oiled and practiced in all the pieces they play.
The acceptancejdenial distinction is
not one that usually presents itself to a
traditional musician. Or at least it isn 't
articulated that weil . This is not to say
that one type of music is
better than the other. lt's
just that Harsh is music
made by an artist and
not by a musician per
se. And thus its sounds
are informed more by
contemporary aesthetics
than the counterpoint,
chord changes, and
polyrhythms of music
theory. That Harsh and
other improvisational music more effec-

self-titled package just doesn 't cut the
mustard. On their early- to mid-period
releases Pavement had that divine quality
that made it possible to unflinch ingly
straddle humor and sincerity to the extent
that one couldn't be distinguished from
the other, creating an effect that was by
turns exhilarating and expressive. On
Steph en Malkmus our titular hero just
seems confused, as if the pivotal stylistic
move from 'rough' fidelity to 'sl ick' perverted his songwriting sensibilities. He
didn 't even have the decency to go the
whole nine yards with his saccharine
shtick - of the ha ndfu I of a nti-ba llads that
grace th is debut, none compare even to
Terror Twi/ight's " Maj or Leagues" or " Don't
Cry Anne ", to say nothing of something on
the Ievei of Slanted's "Here".
Don 't get me wrang, there 's plenty
here for loyalists and Pavement fetishists
- " Discretion Grove" is a propulsive
enough rocker, while a great hook is
tossed of repeatedly in "Troubbble". But
this is more "Carrot Rope " than anything
eise, a Iot of "fact-checkin' cuz" nonsense,
and his artistic inclinations seem corpulent. The best, most exciting music
comes from storm and stress, tu mult born
from the urge to accomplish. Pavement
were always slackers, but this is ridiculous; Malkmus seems under the impression that he has nothing to prove. Which
for some may be just fine, if not "divine
divine divine divine".

tively engages modern intellectual theory
does not mean, however, that it is not
music. lt simply means
that when one is confronted with this type of
music, th e question
that is most often
asked by more traditionally-oriented listeners ("What is this? ls
this music?") should
not be tolerated. Such
questions unnecessarily repeat those that
have always been asked by unfamiliar
audiences when first confronted by nontraditionalism , such as the initial popular
reactions to the paintings of Picasso, Van
Gogh , Pollock or Mondrian. Yet, despite
Keith Rowe 's 35-year musical tenure, the
music establishment does not readily
accept the validity of such pursuits. On
the other hand , museums and other art
school influenced bastions, having been
fed with a healthy dose of installationism
and sound art, seem much more readily
to accept abstraction as a legitimate form
of musical endeavor.
Hence, the patient, enlightened listener will gain much from a good Iisten to
Keith Rowe's Harsh. lt brings an aesthetic
mentality to an otherwise restrictive genre
(music}, concretizing the thought that
post-modernist art addresses in a new
form: sound.

wanna know what this guy is thinking?

AMM
April 26 & 27
'

lectures, workshops. peiformances

CNI}Bniz ed by 1118 Craaffva Music Alliance
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Notes on Rock
from the Red Room
by[Andy Ryder

J

SO THE RED Room is functioning aga in, the
only haven for rock at this Institution. Brief
panic at first when the PA couldn 't be found. I
guess everything's okay now.
Frank & Tyler played first, the musician
more frequently known as La Plage playing
drums. Their work was sort of post-€mo, but
as cacophonous and vibrant as I could have
hoped for. Unannounced, but gracious
enough to start the show off when nobody
wanted to open.
Hardeare punk + drum machine unit
Alphabet Soup of Thugs played next, eschewing the quirky disco material that appeared at
their last set. Old favorites were weil received,
especially Oplvy's 'Knowledge.' Their setalso
included a cover of a sang by Matt's old
band, Social Virus, and a slightly better
known Beatles cover, with some New Wave-y
samples.
Outhause Race (formerly the Smokers)
played next, featuring impressive, complex
drums and guitar. Driving, propulsive pummeling (improvised?) gave the show momentum. I didn't appreciate them weil enough
last time, so either they've gatten better or I
was just more attentive this time. lnventive
without being 'progressive.' Rock so 'punk' it
smashed the confines of ve rses and choruses.
I need toteil you about this band Dirty
Hearts again. lt runs on dualities but not in
binary, chromatic shades between dark/ light,
loudjsoft, and sadism/masochism. Their set
started with a My Bloody Valentine cover, led
into desolate, dissonant textures, and ended
with Britney Spears. Dirty Hearts dragged that
fucking sang kicking and screaming back
through its roots in synth-pop, garage-rock,
and Tin Pan alley, drawing a connection
between Britney's 'hit me baby one more
time' and Bata ille's 'no greater desire exists
than that of a wounded person fora nother
woun d.' The songwriting efforts of a dozen
Swedish producers never sounded this mean
or honest.
Obscure Essayists. Final show. Scary as
hell. They gave us donuts, so I guess it's okay.
Played an old favorite, which was very danceable, and then everyth ing went horribly
wrang. Confrontations. Big cardboard cutouts •
of the red room's classic patronage from last
semester appeared (which got tarn to pieces).
Terrifying remix of Chris Teret's sang from the
last Bard CD. Any fabric of solidarity in the
Bard scenefeil apart. An impatient Chariots
of the Gods tried to move in while the
Essayists' weren 't looking. This is hard to
explain if you weren 't there .
I missed Chariots of the Gods. Wh ich is
too bad, since I heard they were pretty good.

by l Eli David Friedman

j

ON WEDNESDAY, Februrary 14, the
Music and Asian Studies Programs, the
Bard Center, and Bard in China presented the group Music From Chinafora
seminar and an evening performance
here at Bard. ln the afternoon they held
an open-€nded seminar/ lecture on various Chinese Instruments as weil as sang
writing techniques. The director and
faunder of Music From China, Susan
Cheng, gave a presentation filled with a
great deal of technical as weil as historical Information about Chinese composition and Instruments. Additionally, there
were several short demenstratians of
each of the different Instruments. Cheng
also discussed the difficulties of utilizing
traditional Chinese Instruments in a
westernstyle orchestra .
ln the evening Music From China
put on a more formal concert, performed
in Olin Hall. The compositions performed
included a wide and diverse collection of
both traditional and contemporary
pieces. The opening number, entitled
sanliu, (mean ing three-six) was a lively

piece, with various melodic lines separated by a recurring theme. This piece
incorporated the entire ensemble which
consisted of a dizi (transverse bamboo
flute), erhu (2 stringed spike fiddle with
snakeskin resonator), pipa (4 stringed
lute), yangqin (hammered dulcimer), and
an Instrument which was introduced as
a " bass guitar" (Which appeared to be a
bass pipa).
The piece Birds in the Forest also
featured the entire ensemble but had
Wang Guowei soloing on the erhu. His
mastery of the Instrument was qu ite evident even to the untrained ear. He used
nn incredible technique involving placing
tension on different parts of the strings,
resulting in a high-pitched vibrato,
unmistakable as a r~presentation of a
birdsong. The Song of Chu was a great
departure from the other pieces, as Gao
Renyang put on a solo performance with
the xun (globular fl ute made of clay).
This classical piece dates from the
Warring States Period (pre im perial) of
China . The sounds of this Instrument
was incredible, at times sounding like a
woman crying, at others like howling
wind. The emotions expressed were

hau nting, somber, and disheartening, as
might be expected of a piece intended to
represent the despa ir of a defeated warrior.
Finally, the Liu Mingyuan composition On the Grassla nd, written to idea lize
the nomadic Iifestyie of the Mongolian
grasslands, ended up being the most
powerful work of the night. Wang
Guowei's work on the zhongwu (a slightly
larger version of the erhu) was again
awe-inspiring, as he pushed the creative
and expressive Iimits of his Instrument.
The evening was a wonderful way to
begin to experience the vast and remarkably rich Chinese musical heritage. The
music of China is an interesting facet of
the greatest and Iongest continuous civilization the world has yet seen. At times
the music seemed to reflect not on ly the
essence of Chinese civilization, but was
also reminiscent of the tonallanguages
of the great nation. Music From China
brought a small window into Ch inese culture to Bard , allowing students to be confronted with cultural expression vastly
different from that wh ich we are accustomed to.

Propagandhi
Today's Empires,
Tom orrow's Ashes

The Degenerics
Generica
9Voltj Deadalivej Soul
Rebel2001
» The Degenerlcs
HAS ANYBODY HEARD the
Rage Against the Machine
cover of " ln My Eyes"? The
mainstream MTV-metal scene
is definitely abandoning the
barren pre-occ upation with
rap-meta I and goi ng back to
the strategy of Ieeehingoff of
the Underground . lndie-thrash
can react by getting too abrasive to assimilate, continue
innovating within trad ition , or
borrow elements of other genres.
The Degenerics just
came out with an excellent
album that crossbreeds the
dark, political
Discharge/ Amebix streetpunk
style with the Bad Brains's
Rastacore eclecticism, along
with a healthy Infusion of
meta l-derived instrumental
skill. " How Do You Speil
Belief?'' cou ld have started off

.J('Wti~L.

·"'
a Metallica album with its
intricate classical guitar anesthetizing the listener for the
coming barrage. Th is album is
the best example of the cont inuing relevance of thrash
l've heard in awhile, and the
reggae elements they work in
(most obviously in
" Bastardub") are integrated in
a manner reminiscent of the
Subhumans.
»Propagandhi
AT THE SCHOOL of the
America 's protest a few
months ago, some of the Bard
protestors varied the usual
reliance on modified folk
songs by altering Queen 's
sports-rock anthem "We Will
Rock You" to protest-sang
effect. On Propagandhi's new
album , one track quotes the
ra dio-metal chorus "You got
another th ing coming." This is

•

basically Propagandhi's
methodology: harnessing
social consciousness to the
populist joy ot thrash-metal.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. Their new
album finally came out.
The packaging is really
cool- art on the disc itself by
Hieronymus Bosch and on the
cover by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. lt's one of those
enhanced CDs, but uses the
technology much better than
l've ever really seen beforePropagandhi includes two very
lang essays, one on COINTELPRO and the Black Panthers
by Ward Church ill, and another on foreign policy by William
Blum, along with weil executed documentaries on the
same topic. The Information
on the band is moderate ly
entertaining, though the ohso-wacky photos of band
members in American flag

G7 Welcoming
Committee;Fat Wreck Chords
2001
bikin i briefs are awfully Blin k182. They have a new bassist
since John K. Sampson left to
start the Weakerthans, so
there are some changes in
their sound. This album loses
some of the signature Fat
Wreck Chord-ish elements of
their sound - which is good
news to me, since I hate
Lagwagon. However, they've
also included a number of
songs written by their new
bass1st in a D.R.I.-style thrash
vein, which don't work very
weil. The band 's strength is in
melody and songwriting,
rather than noise, so the
members suffer when they
rely on the latter. At its
strengest, Propagandhi blends
folk-derived melod ies indebted to Billy Bragg with Black
Flag-style hardcore, which this
album shows off with some
success.

• STAFF PIC # 10 •

Observer Editorial Policy
The Bard Observer is one of Bard College's severa l student-run publications. lt
is published every two weeks, with six issues planned this semester.
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Nick Krapels shares some producl ive time with two of his best
friends.
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Bla ck Farce Co urt s Co ntr ove rsy
Spike Lee 's Bambo ozled raises questio ns concer ning our comfor t with stereot ypes

by ifamara Plummer
I am taking a course this semester
about African-Americans in film, a subject
which is rarely talked about beyond the
Spike Leejoints and , in my opinion, the
stupid melodramas like Waiting to Exhale.
But the history of African diasporic peoples in film and as filmmakers is a long
history that everyone should take the time
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consider myself a pretty conscious, aware,
intelligent person with prejudices, but 1would never think that a minstrel show is
funny. How could I, a conscious black college student, ever watch a minstrel and
think that it is funny, with all the history
behind it. The Oppression it represents is
a slap in the face to my culture and to
black people as a
whole. However,
when I was watehing the movie there
were several times
when I couldn 't help
but laugh . Some of
the material that
was shown during
the actual minstrel
was hilarious. And it
made me think if
they didn 't have the
makeup on their
face how much
more I would have
been laughing.
The casting
that was done for
this movie is pretty
interesting to me.
Two of the main
cha racters a re
comedians who got
their start on the
famous mostly
black comedy show
ln Living Color. lt
was what some people refer to as the
black version of
Saturday Night Live.

the theatre because I knew that the
movie was a critique on "moder
day minstrels" all the things that I
believed to be funny during the '80s
somehow seemed less entertaining
and more disturbing. How could we
as a black people watch ourselves
make fun of ourselves and live up
to the stereotypes that we criticize
others for placing upon us? Of
course there is another side to this
argument. Some stereotypes are
true and can be entertaining and
amusing. What is wrong with making fun of yourself? Especially when
it is for pure entertainment and
good fun. ln some ways I say there
is nothing wrong with that, but doesn't this become dangeraus when this
"good fun" is turned into network, weekly
or even nightly shows. These are shows
usually seen not only in neighborhoods of
a mixed population where one might be
able to see racial groups other than their
own, but a person who has never seen a
black person is exposed to these stereotypes and develops their perceptions of
black people or any others race of people
based on the TV shows they see. lf you
think of your own Situation we have all
learned at least 10 stereotypes of other
races of people based upon the characters we see in television and film . I am
sure that I cou ld Iist many.
However, stereotyping and using film
as a mode of propaganda to represent the
cultural differences between different
races of people isn 't something new. We
can see it in films from the beginning of
the industry. The most popular that comes
to mind is D. W. Griffith's The Blrth of a
Nation. lf you want to see 7t, it is three

Americans?
There are other issues that come up
for me in this movie:
1. Everyone who is supported the
movie and who buys the video will have
seen a 20th Century minstrel show and
would have helped popularize it.
2. lt is a hard life for all the squatters
who live in NYC and anywhere eise for
that matter.
3. What kind of music am I listening
to?
4. What does it mean to be a black
radical revolutionary or any radical revolutionary? Do you really effect change that
way?
5. Will we stop watehing WB, UPN or
any other network that produces these
20th century minstrels?
6. ls it OK for minstrel shows from
the early 1900s to still be coming on television?

7. Whal kind of clothea am \. weaAn&
and buying? ls the designer that made

-- 'G;:.

How could we as a black people watch ourselves make fun of ourselves and live up to the
stere otyp esth at we criticize others for placing
upon us? Of course there is another side to this
argument. Some stereotypes are true and can be
ente rtain ing and amusing. What is wrong with
making fun of yourself?

to research. This
semester, we are lucky
enough to have two
fi lm classes being
taught about this neglected genre of film.
One is the aforementioned AfricanAmericans in Film
course and the other is
an anthropological perspective of how African
peoples are depicted in
films throughout history. lf you didn't sign up
yet, sorry for you
because dropjadd
ended on the day of
Iove.
What's most prevalent regarding this
issue is Spike Lee's recent film,
Bamboozled. Piease excuse me in
advance for those of you who have seen it
more recently than I, for I will do it justice,
due to the fact tha·t the last time I saw it

was araund Christmas.
While sitting in the movie theatre
watehing the film I became more and
more angry with Spike Lee as a filmmaker
because he was messing with my head . I

What makes this so interesting isthat
when I think back to the days of ln Living
Color some of the same stereotypical
things that seem to be criticized by Spike
Lee in this in this movie were also portrayed in the Fox production. However, on
this weekly show I never hesitated at
laughing du ring sketches (unless they
were making fun of west Indians, of
course, because my mother never acts
that way).
My responses changed when I was in

hours long, hard to get through, but adds
perspective on many films we see today.
After watehing a film like that the movies
that people like Spike Lee direct and produce become completely understandab le.
The one question that I keep asking
myself is: Afterallthese years as a filmmaker what is it that motivated Spike Lee
to make a film about a 20th Century minstrel show that becomes really popular
and questions the integrity of all

I
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them supportive of 'my group" or 'community'?
8. How can I continual check myself
to make sure I am a part of the solution
and not supporting the institutional problems that exist in this country and world?
But I rather not expand on these issues
because then I would be writing a book
instead of a novela.
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Bard Stude nts ·Dema nd a S~cond Co-op
Administrat ion hesitant to comply

byiEmily Shapiro

I

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN woken up in the
midd le of the night in your overcrowded
dorm - let's say at four o'clock in the morning on any given Saturday, due to your
neigh bor across t he hall blasting "Whi p lt"
at ninety decibels or some random drun kard in th e bathroom puking his or her
Annand ale-Aied guts out- and shaken
your sleepy head, thinking, "I can 't take
this anymore"? Ever questioned why your
dorm feels more li ke a big commercial
wasteland rat her th an a real home whi le
staring into the hypnotic logo of the two not one, but two - Coke mach ines in the
middle of your "living room"? Have you gotten a stomachache from the vega n softserve in the cafete ria or had a hankering
for your mom's tofu?
Apparently, quite a number of
Bardians have wendered just such th ings.
That's why last spring signatures of students unhappy with either dorm-life, the
mea l plan, the Iack of community spirit or
the environmental disrespect around t hem
were collected and handed over to the
administration as a petition to open a secend co-op house on campus. Although t he
petition didn't get far with the administrati on, much has happened since then. This
Who wouldn 't want to live here? Sands House, the proposed sight of an eagerly pursued co-op.
semester, a group of about twenty students has organized in full force, anxious
conflicts that arise through consensus or
with a sense of community, lt can someto claim their right to live cooperatively as
impersome other similar process, discovering
intimidating.
unsatisfying.
be
times
soon as next fall from a hesitant, ubiquiCooperative
more about each other and themselves as
superficial.
plain
just
or
sonal,
tous "them." Holding weekly meetings in
connecgo along.
they
strengthening
encourages
living
the Root Cellar, the group has already met
this is only, at this point in
about
However,
learning
individuals,
between
tions
on two occasions with several members of
While the administration
comvision.
a
conflicts
time,
resolving
through
oneself
the admin istration, including Dean of
approached twice in the
been
already
has
relationintimate
building
and
munally
Students Erin Canaan, Vice President for
this proposal, this
about
more
a
months
few
creating
past
co-opers,
f.ellow
with
ships
Administration Jim Brudvig, Director of
people
does not mean the co-op dream has come
which
in
community
conscientious
Residence Life Fred Barnes, and Vice
true yet, nor that there is any guarantee it
are naturally more comfortable with themPresident for Student Affairs Mary
will - that is, unless we students rally
simply
situation
living
their
and
selves
Backlund . They've also typed up a detailed
behind this idea with immense support
chosen to live there.
have
they
because
proposal for their cooperative housing
and get this project rolling in time for the
Everyone's voice is heard.
vision, established a group e-mail account,
Furthermore, co-ops are all about accentu- com ing fall semester. And that is no small
and gone through some consensus traintask. The clock is t icking, the administradiversity and pursuing open-mindedating
ing ("consensus• is a popular, non-<femotion is dubious. The truth isthat starting
are not about cliques of people
They
ness.
cratic decision-making process in which
up a new co-op will be somewhat of a hasin all the same things. They are
interested
every partici pa nt's voice is heard and
sle - j ust as starting anything new is - but
about being open to all kinds of ideas,
every member of a group must agree in
not so big a burden, organizational ly or
ies, arts and projphilosoph
mentalities,
order for a policy or rule to be created). All
f inancially, that it can 't be done. Feitler, for
people to co-ops is a
draws
What
ects.
in all, t he new co-op pro posal proj ect is
instance, was established j ust three years
commit ment to living and growing with
underway, and it is beautiful: we're ta lking
ago by only two st udents. The hesitancy
a certain way- whether
in
people
other
Sands House, main campus, twenty resit hat way involves personal, environmental, on the part of the ad ministrati on here is a
dents, home-cooked meals, campus art
matter of inertia, and they are bound to
spiritual, or political concerns, it doesn't
shows and poetry read ings, susta inable
give in to the demand foranother co-op
brings a co-op
primarily
What
matter.
living practices, and plenty of comm una l
sooner or later, as the national trend
together is how its mem bers operate;
respect.
towards cooperative living is growing, perbrings it together is its
secondly
what
The possibilities are endless. The
members' comm itment to specific, agreed- haps on college campuses most of all. lt is
time is right. Th e proposa l is com ing
our job as current Bard students to make
upon principles, whatever they may be.
together as interested st udents voice what
sure this happens now, wh ile we can reap
co-op proposBard
new
the
of
case
the
in
they really wa nt out of their college living
the benefits a second co-op might provide.
al, t he students involved so far have conexperience. All th e new co-op proposa l
And while the task of establishing a new
all comm itted to creare
they
that
ded
clu
needs now is some tim e and dedication
co-op might at first be somewhat of a burwithin
inability
susta
environmental
ng
ati
on the part of its potential inhabita nts in
den to t he adm inistration, we must also
recycling, composting,
(through
co-op
e
th
order to pin down the f ina l details, bolster
consider that the j ob of any college is to
ly products and emphaearth-friend
using
even greater student support, and lastly
Iook out for the weil being of its students
and tostering a
vegetarianism)
sizing
but not so easily, to f ully convince t he
and to answer to its students' demands.
community and campus spirit
of
sense
administration of the overwhelming
We must demand. We must fight for
which revolves around appreciation of the
demand for and benefits of having a secour right to live cooperatively.
arts. The new co-op proposal crew hopes
end co-op.
As for why a second co-op is necesto transform the envisioned Sands House
What exactly are t he benefits of living
sary, there is simply too great a demand
for student artists,
venue
a
into
Co-op
cooperatively? you ask. Wh ile the st udents
for Bard's only operating co-op to handle.
l)osting events such as poetryj open-mike
working on th e 2001 co-op proposa l feel
Feitler, which holds only about 13 people
read ings, student art exhibits and photogthat cooperative livi ng has ma ny intangieven after the new addition of a tra iler,
raphy shows.
ble benefits th at are not eas ily explained
can simply not accommodate all its appliThe vision : twenty interesting, unique
or quantified, overwhelming evidence from
cants, and there are generally only a coubeaubig,
a
in
and diverse students living
many people's personal experiences and
ple of spaces that open up each spring.
house with hardwood
style
ial
colon
tiful,
what we've gathered f rom the students livThe fact that the administration agreed to
overlooking
porch
front
a
and
floors
ing cooperatively in Feitler suggests that it
add a trailer onto Feitler only proves that
Annandale Road, united under sim ilar
significantly enhances one's emotional,
have acknowledged how desirable
they
(if
mostly
principles, enjoying organic, and
mental, and phys ical health and helps
the cooperative Iifestyie is to so many of
rian home-cooked meals
vegeta
all)
not
maintain one's sense of well-being. Why?
us. The ad min istrati on has worked to distogether each night, exploring th e everyFor starters, co-ops areallabout building
cou rage the building a second co-op, comday joys and frustrations of functi oni ng as
strong, intimate, comfortable communipromising students' demands with a token
a member of an intimate community,
ties. While dorms and cafeteria-styl e dintrailer. They have consistently challenged
while maki ng decisions and resolving the
ing do, to some extent, provide students
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us with the question, "Wny not create a
new co-op off campus on your own?"
Easier said than done. There are many of
us interested in cooperative living who
receive financial aid or schalarship that
helps pay for room and board, who simply
cannot afford to live off campus. On top of
that, it is naturally important and desirable to any college student to live on ma in
campus. lt is not too much to ask to live
cooperatlvely while also having easy
access to classes and library and computer resources and feel ing a part of the campus; thus, the students behind t he new coop proposal have concluded Sands House,
with its centrallocation , large kitchen, and
quaint old--h ouse feel to be our best, and
perhaps only, option.
Fight for your right to live cooperatively. lt's th is simple: get involved ! lf you'd like
to see the Sands House Co-op vision come
true, e-ma il
the ba rdcoop@ya hoogro ups.com, ca II
x4935, or come to a meeting. The new coop proposal working group meets
Thursdays at 7:00 in the Root Cellar in the
basement of the Old Gym.

E'ditorial/opinio·ns
HELLO AND WELCOME to the firststop in
a longjourney into quasi-i ntellectual
thought and pseudo-righteous discussion.
1'11 be your host, mentor, and moderater
for the next few months, but you can simply call me "lndie.• I shan't spend too
much time on introductions, because we
have a Iot to cover in this installment. But
Iet me first share with you my purpose.
Besides slandering people I do not know
personally, and making claims that I could
not possibly back-up, I am here tospark
debate about some of the most important
subjects in our lives right now, and I invite
all of you to submit your intellectual questions, comments, and concerns so that we
may address them as the proud and united community that is Bard!
Tosave time and space, we will cover
some of the most im portant issues very
quickly, so you must keep up and be willing to jump from one subject to the next,
even though each one means so much to
us. Alas! I, bastard, have already spoken
too much at a time when we must get
quickly to the matters at hand.
'Tis still the fi rst few weeks of a new
semester and much has changed over
intercession. Firstly, thank God, goodness,
Allen Josey, whomever, that the ball-tray
on the foosball table has been fixed, so
that the ball doesn 't fall on the floor anymore every time someone scores a goal.
Hey Allen, how about some coat hooks so
that we don't have to resort to the lowly
act of putting our clothing on the dirty
floor! Ah yes .. . dirt. This brings me to our
next subject.

lt is, of course, winter, which means
snow, and, for Bard , lots of mud and massive potholes once again. Hey Leon,
asphalt has been areund since the nineteenth century; what do you say we catch
up with the times! Then again, we are
here for academ ics, not for using our legs
and driving cars.
The budget forum: once again one of
the more entertaining events of the
semester. This time we saw the addition
of some bad microphones and the Free
Press not getting enough money to print
throughout the whole semester. But thank
goodness we can still have beer.
Fourthly: (How could I forget?) Dubya
is now officially our Ieader. 3 words: 1-likeCanada.
Fifthly, the campus phones seem to
be experiencing some problems once
again . Then again, when haven 't they
been experiencing problems? But come
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on guys, we are here for academics, not
phones.
ln other off-<:am pus news, new premoistened bathroom tissue, similar to
"baby-wipes,' is now being produced and
should be on the market for hausehold
use in the near future. Finally, someth ing
everyone can enjoy!
So much to say, so little time. Let me
get to some of my submissions. Since this
is my first appearance, none of you sent
anything. But don't fret, I hunted down
some random students and bribed them
into putting forth some topics for this
time. Here's one:

And my answer:
Dear Curious,
Firstly, ask YOUR MOM! This isn 't
Dear Abby. Secondly, does anyone actually
date at Bard? Thanks for writing!
- lndie
Lets try one more:
Dear lndie,
What do you think of U.S. Attorney
General John Ashcroft?

Dear lndie,
I li ke a girl in one of my classes, but I
don 't know how to get her attention . What
should I do so that we can date or something?

I am here tospark debate about some of
the most importan t subjects in our lives
right now, and I invite a!! of you to submit
your inte!!ectual questions, comments,
and concerns so that we may address
them as the proud and united community
that is Bard!

Sincerely,
Politically lnclined
Dear lnclined ,
I don't. Thanks for writing!
-lndie
Weil , kids, that's all the time we have for
today. ln future installments I will give
more in-depth responses to your intellectual enterprises, so be suretosend your
submissions through campus mail to:
Michael "lndie" Marlin, Jr., or by email to
mm374@bard.edu . Until next time, l'm a
bastard . Good night.

T~~~;fi:ue:~,~eaning of BRAVE
by[Äiisso-n Garib

j is nonjudgmental, you ·do not have to

L
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __j_

IT SEEMS THAT there are many misunderstandings about what BRAVE actually is.
Some people do ii6f even know· it~e~ists.~
So, here's an explanation starting with the
acronym. The letters in the word BRAVE
stand for Bard Response to Rape and
Associated Violence Education. What this
means isthat there is a group of students
on campus who go through an intensive
week of fraining du ring January
Intersession in order to become counselors and educators on sexual assault
and other related violence. This includes
rape, sexual harassment, incest, domestic
violence and many other associated
issues.
The Education part of BRAVE centers
on affering events and giving out information on campus and sometimes off campus. Educators also conduct werkshops
in order to create more awareness about
these important issues.
The Counseling part of BRAVE focuses on providing nonjudgmental counseling
and support for survivors and secondary
survivors (those who know someone who
is a survivor). Giving needed information
and refe rrals is also part of BRAVE counsel ing. BRAVE counselors arealso trained
to handle crisis Situations and help provide trips to the hospital in case of an
emergency. Basically, counselors are
th ere if you need them whether it is to talk
about a past experience, or something
that happened yesterday, if it's an immed iate emergency or if you just need information on a nearby Planned Parenthood .
Even if you just feel uncomfortable about
a certain situation, you ca n speak to a
BRAVE counselor. BRAVE counselors are
required to keep what you say completely
confidential, so you don't have to worry
about anyone finding out. This means
that we do not have to answer to the
administration or any other Bard department, and they do not get information on
anything you teil a counselor unless you
specifically ask that they do. Also, since it

worry about being looked down upon or
blamed. There is always a BRAVE counselor on call whom you can reach through
~he BRAVE>Beeper for emergencies. :rhere
are also counselors avqilable if you call or
walk into tl:le BRAVEoffice during office
hours. The office is located in Albee
Annex. You can also just walk up and
speak to anyone who you know is a member of BRAVE. All BRAVE members are

who are men and if you feel more comfortable, you can request to speak to a male
counselor rather a female counselor, or
vice ve~. What we do hate is any ~od aU
acts of viPiel'lce agatnstpeople. (Yes."Meo
included.)
Another thing I would like to clear up is
that BRAVE does acknowledge that there
are male survivors. The only reason why
most information out there is on female
survivors is because females are the more

There is always a BRAVE counselor on call whom you can
reach through the BRAVE
Seeper for emerge ncies.
There are also counse lors
availab le if you call or walk into
the BRAVE office.
trained counselors. BRAVEis available to
students as weil as professors.
Now that we've gotthat down, here
are some things that BRAVE is not. Many
times l've heard some people say things
like, "Hey. That's sexual harassment. 1'11
call BRAVE on you." or "Your in BRAVE and
you 're talking about sex?!" or "BRAVE
hates men ." These statements are very
inaccurate. First, you cannot call BRAVE
on anyone. We are not campus police. We
are counselors and educators. What you
can do is call BRAVE for information on
how to get in touch with the right authorities. Second, the acronym for BRAVE is
Ba rd Response to Rape and Associated
Violence Education , not Anti-Sex League,
or eise we would call ourselves ASL. Most
people in BRAVE agree that sex is a great
thing as long as it is consensual, which
means all individuals involved give and
are able to give their willing consent.
Third , BRAVE absolutely does not hate
men . ln fact, there are BRAVE members

females.

member or BRAVE directo r Peri Rainbow
by calling the BRAVE office du ring office
hours or leaving a message. You can also
just walk up to a BRAVE member and ask
away. lf you absolutely need to talk to a
counselor immediately, you can call the
beeper at anytime by either calling directly
or calling security and asking them to
transfer you to the BRAVE beeper. Aga in,
there is a counselor on call 24 hours a
day. Do not hesitate to call . We actua lly
Iook forward to helping in any way we can.
BRAVE Beeper: 382-0818.
BRAVE Office: ext.7557
Office hours are posted on campus flyers.

often victims of such violence, but we are
completely aware of the fact that there are
also many male survivors and we are
there to give them equal support as we do

We want your minds on our
pages so drop us a line and
we'll print it! !
Observ er@bar d .edu
Bard Observ er
Bard· Colleg e
Annand ale, NY 12504
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Comm unity Foot Patrol
One of Bard's Most Overlooked Organizations
by Meghan Mazzacone
IT ISA SUNDAY night. You have been cramming forthat huge exam with a group of
your classmates. You didn 't want to go to
the study group to begin with because the
study group was in Rueger, and you live in
Keen North. You walked to Rueger from
Keen. The sun was still out, but on the
whole way there, you were thinking about
having to take this walk again later on ,
when you are tired and drained. The study
group Iasted until 11:30. All the other people live on main campus, so you have to
walk home alone. You are not afraid to
walk alone, but you are tired and you would
appreciate some company. You slowly walk
back to Keen . When you get back to your
room, you convince yourself that 8 & G
decided to double the length of the path
while you were studying. You sit on your
bed to take a break, and you begin studying alone, hoping that you can soon go to
bed.
ln this instance, a member of Foot
Patrol would have probably asked you,
' Why didn't you just call us?' Foot Patrol is

(don 't worry, we don't walk through these
places when we have an escort). The pair
can also walk through places a patrol car
can not reach . Foot Patrol also is a big help
to 8 and G. While Foot Patrol is out walking, they may find a broken step, or a light
that isn't working. Foot Patrol frequently
fill s out work orders, so that everyone on
campus lives in a safe environment. Even
though you may not be calling Foot Patrol
for an escort, the organ ization is out working for your weil being.
The Foot Patrol staff is very friendly.
Each worker enjoys their job and does not
feel that any escort is too short or far of a
distance. You can always recognize a Foot
Patrol pair by their flash light and radio. So,
if you are walking alone and see these
guys walking by, don't be afraid tostop
them and ask for some company; they will
be happy to walk with you. Foot Patrol was
designed to help the community as a
whole, and each patroller. keeps th is in
mind du ring every shift.
Foot Patrol is also looking for some

a student run organization designed to provide the 8ard community with safe escorts
araund campus. Foot Patrol operates
between the hours of 7pm and 2am.
During these hours, a simple call to security at extension 7460 will allow you to get
some company on a long walk. Foot
Patrollers work in pairs, so you will have
two people to chat with while you take that
walk araund campus. Even if it is just a
short distance, such as from the library to
South Hall, Foot Patrol will be more than
happy to keep you company.
Foot Patrol has many tasks on campus. 8esides providing safe escorts for the
community, the organization acts as an
extra set of eyes for security. This is why it
is called Foot Patrol, and not Car Patrol.
Although 8ard has excellent security personne!, an extra lookout in any environment is always a great help. Each Foot
Patrol pa ir is equipped with a flashlight and
hand held radio. This enables the pair to
go into areas that are not commonly
walked through due to lighting restrictions

HOLIDAYS PARTIES
ETHNJC AMERICAN FOOD

TAKE-ouT MENU
PRIVATE PARfiES
CATERING

EXOTIC COCKTAILS

new workers. lt is a paid position that
requires a 2 to 3 night a week commitment
for 3 hours a shift. lf you are interested in
a position on Foot Patrol, please contact
Meghan at 4290 or Lena at 4862.
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Gifts fo r All Ages:
Limited Edition Porcelain Dolls, Doll Covers,
Plush, Wooden Cars and Trucks, Wood and
Wicker Furniture, Ships, Gargoyles, Chrismas
Bears, Door Stops and more. . .
6 EAST MARKET STREET
ROUTE 199
REDHOOK, NY 12571
(845) 758-947 4

NASCAR Racing Great Dale
Earnhardt Sr. Dies At Age 4~
One of the greatest stars in auto racing died yesterday. Dale Earnhardt Sr. died yesterday on his last lap in
the Daytona 500. He was in fourth place at the time his
car impacted with Sterling Marlin's car and went head on
into the wall. At the time of impact Earnhardt's car was
going 180 mph . He was pulled from the car and later pronounced dead at a local hospital. An autopsy suggests
that Earnhardt most likely suffered a heart attack and a
subsequent stroke du ring the race, causing him to lose
control and crash.
Earnhardt won 76 Winston Cup races in his monumental career and was the Ieader among active Winston
Cup drivers. He won the 1998 Daytona 500 and was
named rookie of the year in 1979.
Earnhardt's son, Dale Earnhardt Jr., finished secend
in the race and driver Michael Waltrip was the winner.

now on to the team destined to win the 2001 World
Series, the Boston Red Sox! The Sox have signed Manny
Ramirez, David Cone, Hideo Nomo, and Kent Merker.
Hope fully these pitchers can lower the teams E.R.A. this
year, but we never kn ow. We can only hope. The Sox also
released Pedro's brother Ramon Ma rtinez due to some
reason or another. Two brothers on one team were never
a happy picture. Remember Joe and Bill Sm ith? Yeah.

Enough sa id. Seme upcoming Sox stars to be aware of
are: Sang Hoon Lee (Rel ief pitcher), Sun Woo Kim (RHP),
and Jin Ho Cho (RHP). So Iook out for them . Also, right
handed pitcher Tomo Ohka was named on Peter
Gammon 's "20 Potential Brea kout Players." His teammates think he'll be a 12-15 game winner. We'll see. Oh
yeah, there were no Yankees on Gammon's Iist.

The Goat Review
Franeo Bulaon's most recent video, The Goat, was
great. lt starred sophmore Jed Clarke as himself, an
aspiring basketball star who believes he is better than
Michael Jordan, but he really isn't even that much better
than co-star Victor Kaufold, who really isn 't that great.
The video was a great aesthetic piece.

Featu red Ath Iete

Pre- Spring Training Preview!
Weil folks it's almest April, and you know what that
means? Spring Training time! Over the break the Yankees
acquired Mike Mussina who they hope will fill the recently •
departed shoes of David Cone. The team also released
the once super-super star Jose Canseco. That guy was a
monster in the 80's and early 90's what happened?
Rumor has it this could be the last season we see Paul
Basketball Girls: Molly Matrisciano gets triple-teamed and gets the
O'Neill and Tino Martinez suit up in those pin stripes.
shot! Molly scored 10 points in Bard's loss to Yeshiva University on
Sunday. Also, captain Emma Kreyche scored 22 points in this
Once upon a time Tino Martinez was the batting average
tough match-up.
Ieader in the A.L., or was that his brother Edgar. .. So

This issue's featured athlete is a basketball player from
Abraham Lincoln HighSchool
named Sebastian Telfair. Th is
kid is only a freshman and is
already one of the most talked
about basketball players in the
country. He is the cousin of New
Jerseystar Stephon Marbury.
Stephon Marbury

Dale Earnhardt, Sr. 1951-2001

in what was the saddest
sports moment I have ever experienced, Dale Earnheardt, Sr. died
yesterday en reute to a fourth
place finish at NASCAR 's most
holy event, the Daytona 500.
Dale Earnhardt is the
Michael Jordan or Babe Ruth of
his sport; his name, his reputation- his face, all stand tall

Sports!. Rap-Up .

above those of any stock car
racer. in fact, I don't know that I
could name five other NASCAR
drivers if I were paid to do so.
"The lntimidator," he was
called,.He pusl}gQ_,ll!;_~.~
bullied his way to an amazing 76
career victories. lt is hard to
remember a single race that Dale
Earnhardt didn't finish since his
rookie season as a sponsored
NASCAR racer in 1979. This one,
I will never forget.
Since his last win at Daytona
in 1998, Earnhardt has been able
to enjoy his sport as more than
just a driver. He has won as both
a father and owner as weil.
Earnhardt's son, Dale Earnhardt,
jr., has begun to show promise as
a potential NASCAR powerhause
in his father's wake. Yesterday he
finished the race second , two

slots befo re daddy. Michael
Waltrip, the race 's champion, won
Daytona while driving a car
owned by Dal e Earnhardt.
The hallowed #3 that personjfies all of the charactelis\ics "1'\"l.e
lntimidator" portrayed as a stock
car racer will serve as a memorial
to his monumental career. He
was a gentleman of his sport, and
at the very sametime he was
NASCAR's fiercest competitor.
Other racer's have passed in
my short years as a fan of sport,
but nonewill I miss, Iet alone
remember, as I will Dale
Earnhardt, Sr.
-John Garett

The Ba rd Observer Staff

Spring 2001

in NBA news ... the L.A. Clippers lost to New Jersey .
102-96. Lamar Odom secred 34 points and
Stephon Marbury banked 33 points ... the Knicks
are one game behind being in secend piace ... the
Kn icksare now 2 games behind because they lost
to Orlando 96-88 . . . the L.A. Lakers lost in an
Lamar Omar
amazingly close match to lndiana 110-109. Shaq
had 35 points and Reggie Miller secred 33. . . in
NHL news ... Ch icago beat L.A. 3-0 ... Boston was defeated by
Carolina 54 ... in NFL news . .. so how 'bout those Ravens, uh? ...
the NFL Draft 2001 is coming April 21st. Brace yourself... in other
news ... Beautiful Girls is defin ite ly one of the best films of the
90's. Natalie Portman is the cutest thing in that flick. lf you haven't
seen it please go see it forme .. . yeah so we bombed lraq ... way
to go "W" . . . I think l'm going to have to wear my George W. with a
circle and a iine through it cotton T... way to go to all those cats
who yelled profanities at our wonderful pres. (no caps) (and abbreviated) in D.C.. . . I wish I could have been there with you guys.
Thank you.
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